Introduction
============

Coordinating human interaction is part of our daily life's challenges. Even simple activities as carrying furniture together require precise coordination of one's own action with our co-actors' actions ([@B65]). Own produced actions and perceived actions are mentally represented in a functionally similar way ([@B43]; [@B19]), a perspective that follows from the logic of common coding between perception and action planning and control ([@B43]). An often-used task to test the concomitant interplay between perception and action in a shared task context is a modified version of the *Simon task* ([@B55]; [@B35]).

In the standard Simon task, a participant is asked to respond on a non-spatial, dichotomous stimulus attribute (e.g., color: red/green) with two spatially arranged response buttons (e.g., horizontally: left/right) while ignoring a task-irrelevant spatial stimulus dimension (e.g., stimulus location: left/right). According to the dimensional overlap model ([@B27]), the stimulus location primes the spatially compatible response. This results in faster and more accurate responses for compatible trials (required response and stimulus on the same side) compared to incompatible trials (spatial location of response and stimulus differ) which will elicit a response conflict requiring additional time to be solved ([@B3]; [@B41]; [@B19]). This compatibility effect is the so-called Simon effect ([@B55]; [@B16]).

In a variant of the standard Simon task, the individual go/no-go Simon task, subjects are asked to respond only to one of the two stimulus attributes (e.g., respond to a green stimulus; do not respond to a red stimulus; [@B50]). Here, the Simon effect is typically absent (but see [@B59]). It is argued that there is no stimulus-response compatibility because the actor's response is not spatially coded ([@B17]; [@B50], [@B51]; [@B33], [@B32]; [@B23]; [@B9]).

[@B50] developed the joint Simon task to test the impact of another person's action on one's own task performance during joint action ([@B50]). Two participants performed a standard Simon task simultaneously, sitting side by side to each other. As in the individual go/no-go Simon task, each participant responded to only one of the two stimulus attributes ([@B50], [@B51]). Although, when regarded separately, each participant performed an individual go/no-go Simon task (which normally does not elicit a Simon effect), the Simon effect re-appeared in this joint setup, therefore called joint Simon effect ([@B19]; [@B50], [@B52], [@B51]; [@B63]; [@B61]; [@B23]; [@B70]).

[@B50], [@B51]) explained the joint Simon effect by assuming an automatic representation of our co-actors' actions and tasks. The task co-representation account implicates that merely seeing the stimuli relevant for a co-actor already activates the required action of our interaction partner based on the knowledge about his/her task rules stressing the social aspect of the effect ([@B61]). As own and foreign actions are mentally represented in a functionally similar way ([@B51]), the concept of common coding ([@B43]) is extended to entire tasks. The joint representation of both task shares (own plus other half of the Simon task), evokes a mental representation of an entire Simon task. Given this shared representation, a spatially driven stimulus-response compatibility effect emerges such as if, e.g., my left partner's action is represented like my left response hand in the standard Simon task.

The task-co-representation account assumes that shared representations measured by the joint Simon effect reflects the basis for social interaction ([@B25]) as it was found to be mediated by social factors like group membership and cooperative or competitive relationship of the co-actors ([@B18]; [@B49]; [@B20]).

However, studies with non-social set-ups, e.g., with robots or programmed wooden hands, are inconclusive with respect to the question if an interaction partner needs to be always socially encoded ([@B61]; [@B40]; [@B56], [@B57]; [@B59]; [@B45]). Furthermore, the size of joint and individual go/no-go Simon effects seems to depend on agency cues like human body form ([@B61]), ostensive cues like turn taking characteristics of the response ([@B59]), and the exact task conditions showing some dependence of stimulus modality ([@B30]; [@B45]). Additional factors that influence the presence of a Simon effect in an individual go/no-go Simon task are related to the degree to which participants spatially code their responses ([@B6], [@B5]). Enhanced spatial response coding may be achieved, for example by using different hand positions ([@B31]) or by responding with pointing actions ([@B42]) as well as by decreasing the spatial proximity between two actors so that the other person's action moves from extrapersonal space into the peripersonal space ([@B15]).

Due to the increased number of findings showing a Simon effect in individual go/no-go Simon task settings, a new account has been proposed -- the referential coding account ([@B69]; [@B67]; [@B7], [@B9],[@B10]). Its theoretical grounding is the theory of event coding -- TEC ([@B19]). According to TEC, a bundle of feature codes representing a combination of their attributes (e.g., spatial orientation, sound, color, form etc.) mentally represents actions. Based on early assumptions of ideomotor theory ([@B34]; [@B22]), these feature codes resemble those perceptual events that typically follow the action in the outside world. The more attributes internal and external events share, the more likely they activate each other. High similarity between perceived events and events used for action control increases self-other integration ([@B44]; [@B11]). The referential coding account explains the joint Simon effect by assuming a discrimination problem between externally perceived and internally activated events ([@B8]): the higher the similarity between internal and external events is (i.e., the more features they share), the harder is the discrimination problem. To resolve it, an actor must focus on task features that best distinguishes own from other events in a given task context. Spatial orientation can serve as such a discriminating feature ([@B38]), but depending on task context other features such as color ([@B53]) or valence ([@B58]) can be used as well to resolve the discrimination problem.

According to the referential coding account, individual go/no-go Simon effects occur when an event-producing object shares enough attributes with the participant's action (e.g., a clicking sound representing an auditory effect of an action) and when two actors produce events in relative spatial proximity. Thereby, in principle the referential coding account is able to explain the presence of a joint Simon effect produced by a social co-actor and non-socially produced Simon effects produced by objects such as a Japanese waving cat or a metronome ([@B9]) parsimoniously by applying the same basic mechanism.

To investigate the neural mechanisms underlying the Simon effect, the EEG is an appropriate method providing a high temporal resolution (for an overview see [@B29]). The P300 is a positive component at parietal electrodes with a latency of 250 to 500 ms after stimulus onset. It serves commonly as a relative measure for stimulus evaluation ([@B28]; [@B37]; [@B26]), functioning as a mediator between perceptual analysis and response preparation ([@B66]) as well as an indicator for action control ([@B13]). Using visual stimuli in a standard Simon task, the stimulus-response compatibility has been shown to influence the amplitude and the latency of the P300 ([@B46]; [@B37]; [@B47]; [@B64]; [@B72]). Regarding individual go/no-go Simon tasks, no-go-trials in contrast to go-trials show larger amplitudes and longer latencies for the P300 which provides evidence for its involvement in response inhibition ([@B48]; [@B12]; [@B1]; [@B60]).

[@B51] investigated this no-go P300 effect in a joint Simon task contrasting a group condition (two participants in a joint Simon task) with an individual condition (one participant performing an individual go/no-go Simon task). Only in the group condition, a Simon effect was found. Further, a higher P300 amplitude on no-go-trials in the group as compared to the individual condition was interpreted as an indication of the joint Simon effect and task co-representation. To confirm the referential coding account's postulation that human- and object-induced Simon effects have the same underlying mechanisms, a study with an object-induced Simon effect investigating the no-go P300 is needed. If the postulation is correct, the no-go P300 effect found by [@B51] should also be observed at an object-induced Simon effect. For this investigation, the experimental setup used in Experiment 1 of [@B9] qualifies best: they asked participants to perform an auditory individual go-no/go Simon task with or without sitting next to a Japanese waving cat. In contrast to the cat absent condition, a Simon effect occurred in the cat present condition.

[@B30] already adopted this Japanese waving cat manipulation used in Experiment 1 by [@B9] and added EEG recordings. In two experiments, subjects performed subsequently both a standard and a go/no-go Simon task with or without the cat placed next to them and with auditory (Experiment 1) or visual stimuli (Experiment 2). In contrast to [@B9], [@B30] used pitched tones instead of reversed Dutch words as auditory stimuli and red or green colored points presented within a picture of a hand pointing to the left, right or central direction as visual stimuli. Whereas a Simon effect was found for the standard Simon task independent from cat presence, for the go/no-go task a Simon effect was only observed in the cat present condition when using auditory stimuli but not when using visual stimuli. Regarding EEG, they found a modulation of the lateralized readiness potentials (LRPs) induced by the cat in the go/no-go task only for auditory stimuli. As they used LRPs as a neuronal indicator instead of the P300 used for human-induced Simon effects by [@B51], the question whether object-induced Simon effects also elicit such a P300 effect still needs neuropsychological confirmation.

Thus, the present study has the objective to add this pending evidence by replicating Experiment 1 of [@B9] adding EEG recordings to investigate the P300 because it was previously taken as an indicator for a joint Simon effect in humans ([@B51]). Thus, we tested if a Japanese waving cat elicits a joint Simon effect (cat present condition) and compared the participant's performance to an individual go/no-go Simon task (cat absent condition). Additionally, we contrasted the P300 on no-go-trials in the cat present and cat absent condition. Deviating from [@B9], visual instead of auditory stimuli were presented for a better comparability of the P300 with [@B51].

Based on the referential coding account, we predict (1) a larger Simon effect in the cat present condition as compared to the cat absent condition and (2) a significantly increased (more positive) amplitude for the P300 component for the cat present condition compared to the cat absent condition in the collected EEG data. In contrast, based on the task-co-representation account, we predict (1) neither a behavioral Simon effect in cat present or cat absent conditions (2) nor a compatible/incompatible P300 difference corresponding to the Simon effect.

Experiment 1
============

Method
------

### Participants

Twenty-four participants (12 female) at the age of 20 to 30, *M* = 23.08, *SD* = 2.22, took part in the Experiment^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. Nineteen of them were psychology students. All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study, which was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and approved by the ethical committee of the University of Muenster. Participants with psychiatric diseases, heavy head injuries in the past or metallic cranial-implants were excluded with the help of a screening questionnaire. For participating students received course-credit for participation.

### Material

The participant sat on a fixed chair in front of the right edge of the screen. A fixed button was placed in front of the participant. A Japanese waving cat (height: 12.5 cm, width: 9 cm, depth: 7 cm, see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) facing the subject was placed to the left of the participant in the cat present condition (for the entire task arrangement see **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The cat's left arm waved at steady frequency of 0.4 Hz and movement angle of 50° in the vertical plane. While waving, the cat produced a steady clicking sound.

![Arrangement with specifications. **(a)** Photo of the Japanese waving cat. **(b)** Setting cat absent condition. **(c)** Setting cat present condition.](fpsyg-09-00674-g001){#F1}

The participant was instructed to place the right hand flatly on the table while putting the index finger on the button. The left hand was placed on the left upper leg during the whole experiment. The laboratory was slightly dimmed, the examiner controlling the EEG measurement was positioned out of the participant's field of view two meters away on the left side.

### Procedure

Participant's task was to push the button as quickly and accurately as possible only when a blue dot (diameter = 2.2 cm) was presented. A yellow dot (diameter = 2.2 cm) was used as stimulus in the no-go-trials.

After eight warm-up trials, the genuine experiment with eight blocks containing 64 trials each was initiated. Each block consisted of 32 go- and 32 no-go-trials, with half of the trials being response-compatible (stimulus on the right side of the screen) or response-incompatible (stimulus on the left side of the screen), respectively. Within each block the trial sequence was randomized. Subsequent to each block, there was a short break of 1.5 min. The cat was presented randomly but counterbalanced over all participants either in the first or second half of the experiment. Preceding both cat present and cat absent condition, there was an instruction which only differed in introducing the Japanese waving cat.

Each go-trial started with the sole presentation of a fixation cross (200 ms, 0.6 cm × 0.6 cm). Then, along with the fixation cross, a blue dot (to the left or right of the fixation cross, distance = 5.8 cm) was presented for 500 ms. If the response button was pressed within the 500 ms, fixation cross and the blue dot disappeared immediately. Each no-go-trial started with the sole presentation of a fixation cross for 200 ms followed by the combined presentation of the fixation cross and a yellow dot to the left or right of it (distance = 5.8 cm). The yellow dot's initial presentation duration was 350 ms and then was adjusted to the participant's reaction time (RT) by setting of the preceding no-go stimulus presentation duration off against the participant's last RT.

Time out was set to 1000 ms and the participant received the feedback "too slow." False positive answers led to the feedback "mistake." The whole procedure took about 40 min. Finally, participants completed a questionnaire targeting in how far the Japanese waving cat attracted the participants' attention or was perceived as an object (instead of manlike).

### EEG Measurement

EEG was recorded with *ASA*© (Advanced Source Analysis, ANT Neuro, Enschede, Netherlands) with a 32-electrode configuration of a 64 ANT-Waveguard cap (10--20 system). Resistance was kept below 5 kΩ. The signal was amplified (ExG 20x, fixed = 5 mV/V) and recorded continuously during the whole experiment with an average reference and a lowpass-Butterworth-filter (half-power cut off = 0.27 × sampling frequency) and a sampling frequency of 256 Hz. Vertical EOG was measured by placing a bipolar electrode beneath and above the left eye. Horizontal EOG was measured by placing a bipolar electrode at the outer canthus of each eye. AFz was used as ground electrode.

### EEG Preprocessing

The continuous data was filtered in *ASA*© (version 4.8.1) with a half-power Butterworth-bandpass filter (0.1--20 Hz, 24 db/oct) based on the FFT-method. Noisy channels were interpolated. For artifact correction, a principal component analysis (PCA; [@B21]) was implemented based on manually marked artifacts. In *eeglab* (version 12.0.2.06b, *MATLAB* R2012b) the signal was down-sampled to 128 Hz sampling frequency and re-referenced to the mastoid electrodes (M1 and M2). The signal was epoched (200 ms before, 500 ms after stimulus onset) along with a baseline correction (200 ms before stimulus onset). Epochs with artifacts (threshold =±75 μV) were excluded. In *erplab* (version 4.0.2.3) only errorless and artifact-free epochs were averaged to event-related potentials (ERPs) separately for each condition.

Results
-------

Two participants had to be excluded from all further analyses (one because the mean RT was twice as high as for the rest of the participants, the other one due to EEG recording problems) leading to a sample size of 22 participants.

### Behavioral Measurement

*R* (version 3.3.2) was used for statistical analysis. Analysis of error rates showed a mean error rate below 1% (for a detailed overview of RTs and error rates see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**); all error related trials were excluded from further analysis. For the following analysis, trimmed means (10% trim) of RT of correct go-trials were taken as dependent variable.

###### 

Mean reaction time (RT) in milliseconds (trimmed 10%) and errors rates (ER) in percentages per cat presence, compatibility and experiment.

                          Cat presence              
  --- ---- -------------- -------------- ---------- ----------
  1   RT   Compatible     298 (16)       296 (14)   297 (18)
           Incompatible   303 (12)       301 (14)   302 (16)
           *M*            301 (18)       299 (18)   
      ER   Compatible     0.00           0.00       0.00
           Incompatible   0.00           0.00       0.00
           *M*            0.00           0.00       
  2   RT   Compatible     575 (28)       567 (30)   571 (36)
           Incompatible   584 (31)       571 (29)   577 (37)
           *M*            579 (36)       569 (35)   
      ER   Compatible     0.01           0.01       0.01
           Incompatible   0.01           0.01       0.01
           *M*            0.01           0.01       

Error rates were calculated as percentage of all 512 trials. Standard deviations for RTs are shown in parentheses

.

For an analysis of variance for repeated measures (ANOVA) mean RT (10% trim) were calculated for each combination of the variables *compatibility* (compatible vs. incompatible) and *cat presence* (cat present vs. cat absent). An ANOVA^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^ including the within-subject factors *compatibility* and *cat presence* showed a significant main effect for *compatibility*, *F*(1,21) = 7.59, *p* = 0.01, $\text{η}_{\text{g}}^{2}$ = 0.01 (see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) with a facilitation for compatible trials, *M* = 297 ms, compared to incompatible trials, *M* = 302 ms (compatibility effect = 6 ms). The interaction *compatibility* ×*cat presence* was not significant, *F*(1,21) \< 1.

![Main effect compatibility. Mean reaction times split by compatibility. Error bars show standard error corrected for within-subject designs ([@B39]). "^∗∗^" shows *p* \< 0.01.](fpsyg-09-00674-g002){#F2}

### EEG Analysis

For seven participants 1--4 channels were interpolated. Based on artifact detection for the preprocessed data, on average 0.8% of the trials per participant had to be excluded, *SD* = 1.79, maximum = 6.8%. Remaining trials were averaged to ERPs across the factors *compatibility*, *cat presence* and *go/no-go*.

To investigate the main effect of *cat presence* on the P300 component for no-go-trials, a repeated measure, two-tailed cluster-based permutation test was calculated for a time window from 300 to 500 ms after stimulus onset. There were 2500 random permutations for each participant ([@B2]; [@B14]). This resulted in 1530 tests (over 30 electrodes and 51 time points). To access an overall alpha-level of 0.05, a test wise alpha-level of 0.00033 was applied. Electrodes were considered as spatial neighbors within a radius of approximately 5.44 cm leading to clusters with a mean of 2.7 neighboring electrodes, *SD* = 1.2. The main effect *cat presence* for no-go-trials was not significant, *p*-values ≥ 0.56 (see **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** for corresponding waveforms). The same tests were calculated for the main effect *cat presence* for both go- and no-go-trials within an interval from 0 to 500 ms to cover the whole epoch leading to 3840 comparisons with a test wise alpha-level of 0.00013, but no cluster reached significance, *p*-values ≥ 0.21.

![Grand average waveforms. Electrophysiological response to no-go-trials for frontal, central and parietal electrodes with and without the Japanese waving cat.](fpsyg-09-00674-g003){#F3}

To investigate a main effect of *compatibility*, a repeated measure, two-tailed cluster-based permutation test was calculated as described above with the following changes: To detect compatibility effects at all stages of the reaction process, an interval from 0 to 500 ms after stimulus onset was used leading to 3840 comparisons (over 30 electrodes and 128 time points). To access an overall alpha-level of 0.05, a test wise alpha-level of 0.00013 was applied. The main effect of *compatibility* was significant with higher amplitudes for incompatible trials. The effect was present in the entire left hemisphere within a time interval of 100 to 150 ms. The peak was located in the parietal and centro-parietal area with the smallest significant *t*-value *t*(21) = -2.09 and significant corrected *p*-values of 0.0016 (see **Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**, **[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The antagonistic effect in the right hemisphere with larger amplitudes for compatible trials than for incompatible trials within the same time window did not reach significance.

![Cluster based permutation tests over all electrodes for main effect compatibility. Color key shows significant *t*-values for each electrode and time point with negative scores representing a higher amplitude for incompatible trials than for compatible trials.](fpsyg-09-00674-g004){#F4}

![Grand average waveforms. Electrophysiological response to compatible and incompatible trials for central, centro-parietal and parietal electrodes.](fpsyg-09-00674-g005){#F5}

Discussion
----------

Experiment 1 of the present study aimed to replicate the object-induced joint Simon effect found by [@B9] and the P300 effect induced by a human co-actor ([@B51]) using an individual go/no-go Simon task with visual stimuli.

Behavioral data showed a (1) main effect of compatibility with faster RTs for compatible trials than for incompatible trials but (2) no significant interaction between *cat presence* and *compatibility.* Regarding the ERPs, there was also a (3) main effect of *compatibility* located in the (centro-) parietal left hemisphere within a time interval of 100 to 150 ms with larger amplitudes for incompatible trials than for compatible trials. Regarding no-go-trials, there was (4) no significant modulation effect of *cat presence* on the P300 component.

The (1) main effect of *compatibility* with faster RTs for compatible trials than for incompatible trials prompts the presence of a Simon effect ([@B55]) in the *cat present* as well as in the *cat absent* condition. The EEG data provide a neuronal correlate for this omnipresent Simon effect in form of the (3) early main effect of *compatibility* located in the (centro-) parietal left hemisphere. A similar early activation pattern for a compatibility effect was found by [@B64] as well as [@B68] using a standard Simon task. In the present study, the Simon effect was not modulated by the Japanese waving cat, which was indicated by the non-significant interaction of *cat presence* and *compatibility* (2). The compatibility effect was not moderated by any effect of *order of presentation*. In accordance with our behavioral findings, there was (4) no significant modulatory effect of *cat presence* on the P300 for no-go-trials in the EEG data. In summary, the Japanese waving cat failed to modulate action inhibition despite the presence of an overall compatibility effect in an individual go/no-go Simon task with visual stimuli, which was contrary to our prediction.

Why did we observe a Simon effect, even in the cat absent condition without the Japanese cat? Neither the referential coding account ([@B9]), nor the task-co-representation account ([@B51]) can easily explain this pattern of Simon effects. While referential coding can explain the finding of a Simon effect in the *cat presence* condition, but not in the absence condition, task-co-representation fails to explain the finding of a Simon effect in both conditions because of a missing social co-actor.

One might speculate that the time-taking for preparation of the EEG measurement executed by the examiner and the examiner's presence throughout the whole experiment could have evoked some kind of examiner effect. The examiner was located two meters left of the participant to control the EEG recording on a separate computer executing some mouse clicks or taking notes, which may have served as visual or auditory events that attracted the actor's attention. If so, according to referential coding, one would need to assume that the presence of the experimenter's actions on the participant's left side must have forced the participant to spatially code one's own action as right throughout the entire experiment, which may have been a stronger effect as of the presence of the Japanese cat itself.

Another explanation may arise from the no-go-stimuli's presentation time: [@B51] and [@B9] worked with fixed presentation times matched to the maximum presentation time of go stimuli. Keep in mind that the go stimuli presentation duration is often shorter than the maximum presentation duration because the stimulus disappears as soon as the participant reacts. In the present study, the presentation time of no-go-stimuli was matched to the participant's RT in go-trials to achieve a better comparability of go and no-go-trials. This matching might have changed the task structure for participants.

The cross modality of the visual stimuli and the primarily auditory events produced by the Japanese waving cat might also have influenced task performance. [@B7] used auditory stimuli not causing any cross modality. In addition, participants had to discriminate between auditory go and no-go-stimuli shifting attention to the auditory system. Discriminating auditory events (between the clicking sound produced by the cat and one's own button press) was mandatory for task achievement. In the present study, we used visual stimuli, which might have taken attentional resources away from the visual events produced by the Japanese cat undermining its modulatory effect. This may explain why the cat did not further modulate the Simon effect.

Despite the shortcomings of the above explanation, we changed the paradigm to investigate the influence of the aforementioned problems. We tried to reduce as much as possible (1) the spatial coding of the examiner in our EEG task context, (2) used a fixed stimulus duration for the no-go-trials and (3) shifted from visual stimuli to auditory stimuli.

Experiment 2
============

Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1 introducing some minor changes aimed to more closely adopt the experimental setup to the study of [@B9]. As [@B9] found a significant impact of a Japanese waving cat on the Simon effect, which we did not in Experiment 1 using visual stimuli, we performed the following changes to our task setup. We reduced the examiner's influence to a minimum by screening off the examiner by a curtain from the participant's room. Further, in line with the study of [@B9], the no-go-stimulus presentation duration was no longer matched to the participant's RT now using auditory stimuli.

Method
------

### Participants

Twenty-four participants (19 female) at the age of 18--52 years, *M* = 22.92, *SD* = 7.19, took part in the Experiment. Sixteen of them were psychology students. Screening procedure and participants' payment was as equal to Experiment 1.

### Material

The experimental arrangement was identical to Experiment 1 expect the following changes: Two near field studio monitors *M-Audio AV32* were placed left and right to the screen (see **Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). Additionally, the examiner sat on the participant's left side behind a noise-absorbing curtain completely screening off the examiner from the participant.

![Arrangement with specifications. **(A)** Setting cat absent condition. **(B)** Setting cat present condition.](fpsyg-09-00674-g006){#F6}

### Procedure

The experimental procedure was identical to Experiment 1 expect the following changes: the participant had to press the button as quickly and accurately when the target sound was presented. No reaction was required for the no-go stimulus. Time-reversed versions of the spoken Dutch words *paars* or *groen* were used as target or distractor, respectively, counterbalanced over participants.

Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation tone (80 ms) and a fixation cross in the center of the screen (200 ms, 0.6 cm × 0.6 cm). Then, along with the fixation cross, the target or distractor sound was presented via the left or the right speaker for 300 ms. If the response button was pressed within the 300 ms, fixation cross and target sound disappeared immediately.

### EEG Measurement and Preprocessing

Both measurement and preprocessing was implemented in the same way as already outlined in Experiment 1.

Results
-------

Three participants had to be excluded from all following analyses. One of them due to a high mean error rate of 11% (compared to 1% of the rest of the sample), while the other two had to be excluded due to recording problems. This led to a sample size of 21 participants.

### Behavioral Measurement

*R* (version 3.3.2) was used for statistical analysis. Analysis of error rates showed a mean error rate of 1% (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**); all error related trials were excluded from further analyses. Mean trimmed RT (10% trim) of RTs of correct go-trials served as dependent variable in the following analyses (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

As in Experiment 1, mean RTs were submitted to an ANOVA^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^ including the within-subject factors *compatibility* (compatible vs. incompatible) and *cat presence* (cat present vs. cat absent). This analysis showed a significant main effect of *compatibility, F*(1,20) = 7.12, *p* = 0.015, $\text{η}_{\text{g}}^{2}$= \< 0.01 (see **Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}**) with faster RTs for compatible trials, *M* = 571 ms as compared to incompatible trials, *M* = 577 ms (compatibility effect = 6 ms). The interaction *compatibility* ×*cat presence* was not significant, *F*(1,20) = 2.79, *p* = 0.11.

![Main effect compatibility. Mean reaction times separated into compatibility. Error bars show standard error corrected for within-subject designs ([@B39]). "^∗^" shows *p* \< 0.05.](fpsyg-09-00674-g007){#F7}

### EEG Analysis

Data of one participant required interpolation of one channel. Based on artifact detection for the preprocessed data, on average 1.1% of the trials per participant had to be excluded, *SD* = 1.79, maximum = 7.5%. Remaining trials were averaged to ERPs across the factors *compatibility*, *cat presence*, and *go/no-go*.

To investigate the main effect of *cat presence* on the P300 for no-go-trials, similar to Experiment 1, a repeated measure, two-tailed cluster-based permutation test was calculated for a time window from 300 to 500 ms leading to 1530 tests (over 30 electrodes and 51 time points) with an overall alpha-level of 0.05 by establishing a test wise alpha-level of 0.00033. Definition of electrode neighbors and clusters was parallel to Experiment 1. The main effect *cat presence* was not significant (*p*-values ≥ 0.42; see **Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}** for corresponding waveforms). The same tests as before were calculated separately for go and no-go-trials within an interval from 0 to 500 ms to cover the whole epoch leading to 3840 comparisons with a test wise alpha-level of 0.00013. These tests did not reach statistical significance either, no significant *t*-score, *p*-values ≥ 0.08. Thus, there was no effect of *cat presence* for go- or no-go-trials.

![Grand average waveforms. Electrophysiological response to no-go-trials for frontal, central and parietal electrodes with and without the Japanese waving cat.](fpsyg-09-00674-g008){#F8}

To analyze the main effect of *compatibility*, a repeated measure, two-tailed cluster-based permutation test was calculated: An interval from 300 to 500 ms after stimulus onset was used leading to 1530 comparisons (over 30 electrodes and 51 time points) with an overall alpha-level of 0.05 by establishing a test wise alpha-level of 0.00003. The main effect *compatibility* was significant with higher amplitudes for incompatible trials than for compatible trials. The difference was evident in the right hemisphere in the parietal and centro-parietal area within an interval of 100 to 150 ms, smallest significant *t*-value *t*(20) = -2.09, significant *p*-values \< 0.05 (see **Figures [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}**, **[10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Cluster based permutation tests over all electrodes for main effect compatibility. Color key shows significant *t*-values for each electrode and time point with negative scores standing for a higher amplitude for incompatible trials.](fpsyg-09-00674-g009){#F9}

![Grand average waveforms. Electrophysiological response to compatible and incompatible trials for centro-parietal and parietal electrodes.](fpsyg-09-00674-g010){#F10}

Discussion
----------

Experiment 2 was conducted for conceptual replication of Experiment 1 using an optimized task design. It served to investigate whether a joint Simon effect ([@B51]) is evoked by a Japanese waving cat. Furthermore, the underlying neurophysiological processes were registered using EEG.

Similar to Experiment 1, there was an (1) overall Simon effect with faster response times for compatible trials than for incompatible trials regardless of the presence or absence of the Japanese waving cat. The predicted (2) interaction effect between *cat presence* and *compatibility* was not found. Additionally, a (3) *compatibility* effect was found in EEG. In contrast to Experiment 1, this effect was located in the (centro-) parietal right hemisphere within a later time window of 300--500 ms after stimulus onset and not in the left hemisphere as in Experiment 1. Furthermore, there was no (4) significant P300 effect regarding no-go-trials.

The finding of an (1) overall Simon effect suggests that the adapted paradigm, namely fixing the no-go-trials' presentation time, screening off the examiner by a curtain as well as changing the stimulus modality did not affect the Simon effect. This suggests that despite the presence of the curtain the knowledge about the presence of the experimenter was enough to produce referential coding. This would be in line with studies showing evidence for a joint Simon effect when the two actors are seated in different rooms ([@B62]; [@B49]) and the spatial arrangement of the two rooms allows a spatial coding of responses ([@B54]). Alternatively, or in addition, other factors of our setup may also contribute to a spatial coding of one's own action. The (2) absence of the interaction of *cat presence* and *compatibility* shows that cat presence had no further modulatory influence on task performance. The (3) compatibility effect observed in a different location and later time window compared to Experiment 1 can be understood as a neurophysiological correlate of the Simon effect. The different location and time window is best explained by the change in stimulus modality from visual to auditory stimuli. The (4) missing modulation of the P300 effect for no-go-trials in the EEG-data, however, fits to the overall Simon effect and the missing interaction of cat presence and compatibility and provides ERP evidence that no modulation due to the Japanese waving cat took place.

General Discussion
==================

In this study, we performed two experiments replicating previous research on individual go/no-go Simon effects ([@B9]) to investigate the ERP effects underlying object induced Simon effects. [@B51] reported an enhanced P300-effect in no-go-trials when two participants shared a Simon task as when the same go/no-go task was performed alone. We aimed to find a similar P300-enhancement when a go/no-go Simon task was performed next to a Japanese waving cat as when the task was performed alone.

In Experiment 1, we observed a Simon effect regardless of the presence or absence of the Japanese waving cat. Along with this, an early compatibility effect located in the (centro-) parietal left hemisphere was registered in the EEG data. A further modulation of the P300 component elicited by the Japanese waving cat was not observed.

As the influence of the cat might have been obscured by situational factors, in Experiment 2 the examiner was screened off with the help of a curtain, the modality was changed from visual to auditory stimuli and the presentation time of no-go-stimuli was no longer matched to the participant's go-RT. These changes led to a Simon effect independent from the presence or absence of the Japanese waving cat. As in Experiment 1, there was a comparable compatibility effect present in the EEG. It differed from the EEG in Experiment 1 by a later onset of the compatibility effect and a different scalp location. We attribute this difference to the change in stimulus modality in Experiment 1 (visual) and Experiment 2 (auditory). Similar to Experiment 1, there was no significant P300 effect modulated by the presence of a Japanese waving cat.

The explanation of these findings leads to two main questions: which factors elicited a Simon effect independent from the presence or absence of the Japanese waving cat in the current two experimental settings? Why did we not find a clear modulation of the P300 by the Japanese waving cat?

The lack of a modulation of the P300 by the object may be understood when taking the voltage differences in the P300 between object absent and present condition as an indicator for an object-induced Simon effect ([@B51]). This procedure is based on the prerequisite that a Simon effect is absent in the object absent condition and present in the object present condition. As ruled out before, this requirement was not met in the present study. We clearly found a significant Simon effect in both object present and object absent conditions. The missing modulation of the P300 is therefore in line with the finding of an overall Simon effect observed for RTs and indicates that the cat had no modulating influence on the Simon effect in the present study.

This finding partly matches to recent results from [@B30]. The Lien study only found a significant modulation of the LRP by a Japanese waving cat when auditory stimuli were presented, but not for visual stimuli. Nevertheless, this only matches our findings of Experiment 1 where visual stimuli were used. The question remains, why we did not find a modulation of the Simon effect by cat presence when auditory stimuli (Experiment 2) were used.

On a behavioral basis, the interpretation that the visual stimulus modality may have diminished the modulating influence of the Japanese waving cat is supported by recent findings of [@B30] and [@B45] who also replicated Experiment 1 by [@B9] with a hidden or visible cat and with visual and auditory stimuli. Both studies found no modulation of cat presence with visual stimuli but a significant modulation when auditory stimuli were used. Our experiments fit into this pattern for Experiment 1 (visual stimuli), but not for Experiment 2 (auditory stimuli). Therefore, it remains unclear which factors elicited a Simon effect independent from the presence or absence of the Japanese waving cat in our study?

By adopting the task setup to the study of [@B9], stimulus modality and the presentation times of the no-go stimuli could be ruled out as possible explanations for the missing effect of cat presence in Experiment 1. However, due to the EEG setup we used the impact of the experimenter could not fully be prevented. According to [@B61], one factor modulating a joint Simon effect is the presence of a responding social co-actor. The only additionally present person in our study was the experimenter.

While the experimenter might have caused the Simon effect in Experiment 1, sitting two meters away on the left side, we tried to reduce his influence to a minimum by screening him off with a curtain in Experiment 2. As we also found a Simon effect in Experiment 2, it seems that even when placed behind a curtain in extra-personal space, the experimenter might have an impact on the spatial response coding for the participants, which would be in line with previous studies ([@B62]; [@B49]; [@B54]). Our finding of a Simon effect when the experimenter was located in extra-personal space (in Experiment 2) is contrary to those of [@B15] who did not show a joint Simon effect when two co-actors were located outside of peri-personal space (i.e., in extra-personal space) but support studies of [@B70],[@B71]) showing a joint Simon effect when two co-actors were located in extra-personal space.

In addition to these previous studies, our findings seem to show that the exact task of the person placed behind the curtain is not relevant to induce a Simon effect in an individual go/no-go Simon task setting. One should be aware that a person sitting directly next to the participant simply observing the task does not elicit a joint Simon effect ([@B50]). Furthermore, our findings are in line with studies showing that it is not only relevant what we actually perceive of other persons actions, but what we imagine what other persons might be doing even when we cannot see them ([@B54]). The EEG experimenter represents a socially acting person being in the same room as the experimenter making it likely to catch attention. However, this person is clearly not involved in taking over the other half of the Simon task as it is the case in typical joint Simon tasks. Therefore, we do not think that action or task co-representation can account for the finding of the overall Simon effect we observed.

However, a weaker form of social attention might be involved in the effect we observed. In line with this assumption, we would therefore argue that perceiving an event-producing experimenter (Experiment 1) or imagining an event-producing experimenter (Experiment 2) is enough to induce referential coding and the Simon effect ([@B54]; [@B4]; [@B24]).

This would also be in line with the findings of [@B45] who not only investigated if a Japanese waving cat next to the subject can elicit a Simon effect, but who also implemented a condition in which the cat was hidden behind a speaker so that it cannot be seen but only heard. This condition is somehow comparable to our approach to screen off the experimenter behind a curtain so he could not be seen but only heard (Experiment 2). As the experimenter had to produce some events while controlling the EEG recordings, he might have functioned in a similar way as the hidden but sound-producing Japanese waving cat in [@B45]. As the hidden cat elicited a Simon effect when auditory stimuli were used, this might also be a suitable explanation for the overall Simon effect in our Experiment 2.

The assumption of attention induced effects fits to our finding that the omnipresent Simon effect in both experiments amounted to six or seven milliseconds, respectively. This effect size is not comparable to compatibility effects elicited by a standard Simon paradigm (approximately up to 26 ms, [@B55]) but it is comparable to joint Simon effects (ranging between 7 and 15 ms, [@B23]; [@B5]). This relatively small effect size and a couple of studies showing that other small adjustments of the experimental setting influence the joint Simon effect let one conclude that the joint Simon effect is very sensitive to setting and task adjustments in general ([@B15]; [@B6], [@B5]; [@B30]; [@B59]).

For instance, [@B5] observed a Simon effect by emphasizing the spatial dimension (correspondence of response button and seat position). We followed this approach by placing the response button and the participant's seat position on the right side of middle axis of the screen. This could also have stressed the spatial dimension in both the cat present and cat absent condition to result in a spatial coding of the participant's actions. [@B36] further systematically altered the seating position in a joint Simon task with two actors after a training phase. Results showed that the seating position is even more important to the rise of a Simon effect than the spatial compatibility of stimulus and response button. Thus, the positioning of response button and participant's seat might also contribute to the finding of an omnipresent Simon effect in the current study.

Furthermore, findings from [@B59] showed that the response mode is more influential for the joint Simon effect than the attributes of the object placed next to the participant. Thus, having an object or co-actor in a turn-taking response mode results in a larger joint Simon effect than a continuously waving Japanese cat. Thus, a continuously Japanese waving cat might not be sufficient to evoke an enhanced joint Simon effect under all circumstances. In a paradigm, similar to the one used by [@B9], a Japanese cat might bring about a Simon effect. In paradigms in which an individual Simon effect is already present, the Japanese cat does not exert enough influence to modulate the already existing Simon effect, neither in behavioral nor in electrophysiological measures. This is in line with findings of [@B30] showing that the presence of a Japanese waving cat did not modulate the size of the standard Simon effect.

Nevertheless, the present study has the limitation that we did not include a human co-actor condition (e.g., [@B51]) to directly compare object induced and human induced Simon effects. Further, there was no control condition in which either subject and cat changed positions or in which the experimenter changed position (from left to right) to clarify whether the cat or the experimenter function as a stronger reference frame. Although combining all those conditions in a single study using a within-subject design might cause undesired effects of fatigue or lacking attention due to the required length of the experiment, further research should address these needs by suitable experimental designs, e.g., between-subject designs. An enlarged series of experiments to cover all control-conditions is also conceivable.

All in all, considering the small effect size of the Joint Simon effect and the evidence attesting its high sensitivity for experimental setup changes, it is most likely that -- in our case - minimal experimental setup differences to [@B9] led to an omnipresent Simon effect. Thus, we argue that the EEG experimenter caused the Simon effect independent of cat presence in our experiments. Nevertheless, based on our findings we were not able to provide evidence that a social co-actor and a salient object elicit the same ERP effect and neuronal process. However, our findings suggest that attention to other event-producing humans or objects may be an important factor for future research on joint action. Further, our findings suggest caution where to position the examiner, which might unintentionally influence experimental outcomes.
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An *a priori* power analysis was conducted with G^∗^Power 3.0 using the effect sizes reported in the study of [@B9], indicating 23 subjects for targeting sufficient statistical power of 0.90 at an alpha level of 0.05.

To control for order effects, the same ANOVA with the additional factor *order of presentation* (cat presented in first half of experiment vs. cat presented in second half of experiment) only revealed a significant interaction *cat presence* ×*order of presentation*, *F*(1,20) = 43.41, *p* \< 0.001, $\text{η}_{\text{g}}^{2}$ = 0.07, with faster RT for the cat absent condition when it was presented in the first half (295 ms, *SD* = 10.5; vs. cat present: 311 ms, *SD* = 10.7) and faster RT in the cat present condition when it was presented in the second half (286 ms, *SD* = 13.4; vs. cat absent: 306 ms, *SD* = 13.6). The main effect *order of presentation*, the interaction *order of presentation* ×*compatibility*, both *F*(1,20) \< 1, and *order of presentation* ×*cat presence* ×*compatibility*, *F*(1,20) = 2.56, *p* = 0.125, were not significant.

The same ANOVA including the factor *order of presentation* did not show a main effect of *order of presentation*, *F*(1,19) \< 1, no interaction of *order of presentation* ×*compatibility*, *F*(1,19) \< 1, no interaction of *order of presentation* ×*cat presence*, *F*(1,19) = 2.15, *p* = 0.159, and no three-way interaction of *order of presentation* ×*cat presence* ×*compatibility*, *F*(1,19) = 1.95, *p* = 0.178.
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